Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Photon-based activation methods, including ultraviolet photodissociation (UVPD) \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\] and infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\], have received great attention as alternative to electron-driven methods \[[@CR7]--[@CR11]\]. In recent years, UVPD has been implemented in high resolution mass spectrometry and employed for peptide and whole protein characterizations \[[@CR12]--[@CR19]\]. High energy UV photons preferentially cleave C~α~--C bond in peptides and proteins producing abundant a/x ions. Other fragment ions, such as c/z and y ions, are also detected in UVPD providing nearly complete sequence coverage \[[@CR12], [@CR20]\].

Contrasting to UVPD and electron transfer dissociation (ETD), multiple low energy IR photon excitation selectively breaks the most labile amide (C--N) bonds and generates b and y ions similar to the traditional slow-heating collision activation dissociation (CAD) method \[[@CR21]\]. IRMPD has been implemented in different instruments, including quadrupole ion traps \[[@CR22]\] and dual pressure linear ion traps \[[@CR4], [@CR6], [@CR23]\]. Vasicek et al. reported the execution of IRMPD in the high collision dissociation (HCD) cell of a modified hybrid linear ion trap-Orbitrap mass spectrometer \[[@CR24]\].

The dissociation mechanisms involved after high and low energy photon excitations are quite different. Absorption of a single high energy photon (in the UV) is sufficient to induce dissociation of a peptide and protein in the gas phase. On the other hand, multiple absorption of low energy photons (in the IR) are required before fragmentation. Excitation is followed by fast internal vibrational redistribution (IVR) and causes a slow and steady rise of the internal energy until it exceeds the dissociation threshold and thus induces cleavage of the labile bonds \[[@CR2]\].

Despite some analytical challenges, coupling of high and low energy activation pathways in a single MS/MS event is expected to offer diverse fragmentation arrays and thus deliver improved, efficient, and well-balanced fragmentation for whole protein characterization. Tsybin et al. reported the implementation of IRMPD with electron capture dissociation (ECD) in a FT-ICR mass spectrometer \[[@CR25]\]. Electron and photon irradiation significantly improved the formation of sequence ions for peptides and proteins. Simultaneous IR photoactivation with ETD, known as activated ion electron transfer dissociation (AI-ETD), is also implemented in an ion trap-Orbitrap Elite system \[[@CR26]\]. Moreover, tandem ETD spectra exhibited abundant peaks related to unreacted and charge reduced precursors. Hybrid AI-ETD showed better performance for lower charge states and production of specific fragment ions. The combination of UVPD with ETD (known as ETUVPD) in an ion trap-Orbitrap has also been reported \[[@CR27]\]. The combined ETUVPD method showed balanced fragment ions with increased number of c and z ions. The fragmentation efficiency of ETD can also be enhanced by other means, such as additional activation with CID and HCD, known as ETciD and EThcd \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\]. These hybrid methods showed rich fragmentation spectra compared with CID, HCD, and ETD alone.

Although a few studies report on coupling electron and photon based methods, integrating electron-driven technique with low or high collision activation approaches, so far there is no study reporting the combination of high and low energy photons for characterizing protein within a single MS/MS framework. Here, we report the implementation of a method combining solid-state fifth harmonic 213 nm laser excitation with 10.6 μm CO~2~ laser excitation in hybrid quadrupole-Orbitrap mass spectrometer using different excitation schemes (consecutive IR + UV, UV + IR, and simultaneous UV/IR) for top-down characterization of ubiquitin. This high-low energy photon-based method (HiLoPD) improves the fragmentation pattern, providing well-proportioned a/x, b/y, and z-ions with richness of secondary fragment ions, including d, v, and w.

Materials and Methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Laser Setup and Experiments {#Sec3}
---------------------------

A simple schematic presentation of the coupling of IRMPD and UVPD irradiation in the HCD cell of a hybrid quadrupole-Orbitrap is presented in Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. IRMPD experiments were performed using a 50 W cw-CO~2~ laser (ULR-50; Universal Laser System, Scottsdale, AZ, USA). The wavelength of the CO~2~ laser is 10.6 μm with a beam diameter and divergence (full angle) of 4 ± 1 mm and 5 ± 1 mrad, respectively. Sixty percent of the nominal laser power was used. The IR beam was directed to the HCD cell using gold mirrors. The IR beam was gated on an external TTL signal. Irradiation times from 0.1 to 1 s were tested. The N~2~ pressure in the HCD cell was adjusted to optimize the IR fragmentation while avoiding significant loss of signal (pressure controller set to \~0.09 MPa). For the UVPD experiments, the fifth harmonic (λ = 213 nm, \~1 mJ/pulse) of a 20 Hz BrillantB solid-state Nd:YAG laser (Quantel, Les Ulis, France) was used. A mechanical shutter (SH05/TSC001; Thorslab) was used to allow, on demand, the beam in the HCD cell. For UVPD, the optimal shutter open time was determined to be 0.2 s (four laser shots). In order to combine both CO~2~ and UV laser beams, a half-moon gold mirror was used on the IR beam path to the HCD cell. Also, a BaF~2~ window (wavelength range 0.2--12 μm, Ø 25.4 mm, thickness 5 mm) was placed at the rear of the HCD cell, which transmits both IR (10.6 μm) and UV (213 nm) beams with 90% and 85% efficiency, respectively.Figure 1Schematic representation of the execution of combined IRMPD and UVPD in the HCD cell of a hybrid quadrupole-Orbitrap mass spectrometer

In order to irradiate ions only when they are in the HCD cell, the voltage on test-point 18 (TP18), located on Q-Exactive electronic board, was monitored. In our experimental conditions, the falling edge (--10 V → --350 V) on the TP18 is used to determine the moment when ions are ejected from the C-trap to the HCD-cell (see Supplementary Figure [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Two independent TTL pulses are then generated, with width and delay adjustable with regards to the TP18 trigger. The TTL pulses are used to lift the gate on the CO~2~ laser and open the shutter on the UV beam path.

Three different coupling schemes between IR and UV were implemented (Supplementary Figure [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). In Scheme I, CO~2~ laser was *ON* for 1 s and then followed by 4 UV pulses (0.2 s). In Scheme II, four pulses of UV were admitted in the HCD cell first, and followed by 1 s of CO~2~ laser. In the first two schemes, IR and UV were used consecutively: when CO~2~ laser was *ON*, the UV laser was *OFF* and vice versa. In Scheme III, the CO~2~ laser was turned *ON* and the UV shutter was open concomitantly. As in previous schemes, IR was left *ON* for 1 s while the UV shutter was left open for 0.2 s (four pulses). In each scheme, the coupled IR/UV irradiation takes place during single HCD events in MS^2^ sequences.

Mass Spectrometry {#Sec4}
-----------------

All experiments were performed on a hybrid quadrupole-Orbitrap Q-Exactive mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA) equipped with a HESI ion source. Ubiquitin (76 residues, 8.6 kDa) from bovine erythrocytes was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used without any further purification. Ubiquitin samples were prepared at 10 μM concentration in 50/49/1 (v/v/v) methanol/water/acetic acid and directly infused to MS at a flow rate of 5 μL/min. All mass spectra were acquired using a mass range of 200--2000 *m/z* and resolving power of 140,000 at *m/z* 400. The automatic gain control (AGC) target was set to 5 × 10^6^ and the maximum injection time was set at 250 ms. The isolation width was 8--10 Th. To avoid collisions and CID contamination, HCD collision energy was set to the minimum 2 eV. All experiments were performed for three microscans and averaging for 50 scans.

Data Analysis {#Sec5}
-------------

Raw files were deconvoluted and de-isotoped to the neutral monoisotopic masses using Xtract algorithm provided by Thermo Scientific Inc. Manual analysis of IRMPD, UVPD, and combined UVPD and IRMPD data was performed with the aid of ProSight Light software \[[@CR30]\] and Protein Prospector v5.14.4. (<http://prospector.ucsf.edu/prospector/mshome.htm>). All major ion types (a, a + 1, a + 2, b -- 1, b, b + 1, b + 2, c -- 1, c, c + 1, x -- 1, x, x + 1, x + 2, y, y -- 1, y -- 2, z -- 1, z, z + 1) were considered. We observed a substantial number of secondary fragment ions, including d, v, and w, which were analyzed by Protein Prospector. H~2~O and NH~3~ losses from the fragment ions were also considered. Single protein mode with a fragment mass tolerance set to 15 ppm was used for all methods.

Results and Discussion {#Sec6}
======================

Optimization of IRMPD on Intact Protein {#Sec7}
---------------------------------------

The overall performance of IRMPD is hindered by the failure to provide adequate fragmentation of peptide or proteins at the standard pressure in the HCD cell. Although relatively high pressure is desirable for collision cooling during the ion accumulation to obtain maximum trapping efficiency, it is disadvantageous to ion activation and dissociation \[[@CR31]\]. In the Q-Exactive mass spectrometer, the HCD cell and C-trap are filled with N~2~ gas with chamber pressure of \~10^--5^ mbar known as High Vacuum (HV) region whereas Orbitrap kept the low pressure at \~10^--10^ mbar designated as Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) region. A pressure regulator allows control of the collision gas valve and, hence, the pressure in the HCD cell. The position of the pressure controller also has an effect on the HV pressure value. Here, where we discuss high and low pressure, it is the HCD cell pressure governed by the pressure controller position and estimated via HV gauge that is being considered. A previous study on hybrid QLT-Orbitrap indicated that the level of the collision gas (N~2~) must be lowered \[[@CR32]\]. At high pressure in the chamber (HV \~4.6 × 10^--5^ mbar, pressure controller 0.5 MPa), there is no noticeable photodissociation observed for +12 charge state ion of ubiquitin even at longer (1 s) irradiation time (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The collision frequency, which is associated with the collision cross-section \[[@CR33]\] of the protein, of +12 charge state ion of ubiquitin is typically around 6700 s^--1^ at high pressure of 10^-4^ mbar (Supplementary Figure [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). This high collision rate promotes collision deactivation and cooling of the protein before it can undergo fragmentation, resulting in the limited photodissociation observed. The fragmentation efficiency improves as the pressure is reduced. At low pressure (HV \~9.3 × 10^--6^ mbar, pressure controller \~0.09 MPa), the dissociation efficiency is augmented significantly for +12 charged precursor ion of ubiquitin. Indeed, at \~9.3 × 10^--6^ mbar pressure, the collision frequency of +12 ion of ubiquitin is reduced. It is noticed that pressure lower than \~0.09 MPa on the pressure controller can lead to more fragmented ions; however, the signal is not very stable at this range and, moreover, sensitivity and resolution are also decreased. The irradiation time also has a major impact on the photodissociation yield of ubiquitin (Supplementary Figure [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). At lower pressure, when ubiquitin is irradiated for 0.1 s, the fragmentation efficiency is only about 25%, which is considerably improved to 68% for 1 s irradiation time (Supplementary Figure [S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Most of the previous studies related to IRMPD used a laser irradiation time lower than 0.1 s in LIT \[[@CR6], [@CR26], [@CR34], [@CR35]\].Figure 2Impact of pressure on the fragmentation of the +12 charge state precursor ion (*m/z* = 714.7279) of ubiquitin at 1 s irradiation time by IRMPD

The IRMPD on the +12 charge state ion of ubiquitin induces a total of 141 fragment ions of which 41 are b-type and 98 are y-type ions. Exact masses and assignments of the ions detected in the IRMPD of the 12+ precursor ion (*m/z* = 714.7279) of ubiquitin are summarized in Supplementary Table [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. For this charge state, twice as many y-type ions as b-type ions are identified. The sequence coverage for the +12 ion is 59% (44 bonds break), which is significantly higher than the coverage of 24% (18 bonds break) reported earlier when IRMPD was first implemented in high resolution Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Supplementary Figure [S5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) \[[@CR24]\]. We found that a combination of lower pressure (HV \~9.3 × 10^--6^ mbar) and longer irradiation time (\~1 s) are optimal for characterization of intact protein by IRMPD in a quadrupole-Orbitrap system.

UVPD, IRMPD, and HiLoPD on Ubiquitin {#Sec8}
------------------------------------

The photodissociation mass spectra using IRMPD, UVPD, and combined IR and UV (Scheme I, II, III) of the +13 precursor ion of ubiquitin are presented in Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 3Combined IR and UV (Schemes I, II, III), IRMPD, and UVPD spectra of the +13 charge state precursor ion (*m/z* = 659.8249) of ubiquitin. Isolation spectrum with no activation is also presented. Sequence coverages are indicated in brackets

First the +13 precursor ion of ubiquitin was subjected to UVPD only. All 213 nm UVPD experiments were performed in the low pressure regime (\~9.3 × 10^--6^ mbar) to make unbiased comparison with consecutive or simultaneous irradiation of IRMPD and UVPD. Even at low pressure, the 213 nm UVPD on the +13 charge state ion produces a total of 209 fragment ions (Figure [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), including 68 a-type, 5 b-type, and 10 c-type ions as well as 38 x-type, 59 y-type, and 28 z-type ions (Supplementary Table [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Along with traditional a/x, y, and c/z ions, a + 1/x + 1, x + 2, y -- 1, y -- 2, c -- 1, and c + 1 fragment ions of ubiquitin are also detected. Recently, we reported that the radical-driven backbone fragmentation provides 22 distinctive fragment ion types for peptide anions at 213 nm UVPD \[[@CR15]\]. High energy UVPD (157 and 193 nm) yields to abundant formation of radical a + 1 and x + 1 ions \[[@CR36]--[@CR38]\]. Here, we observed the similar feature at 213 nm (5.8 eV) UVPD, which produces a significant number of a + 1/x + 1 ions. The mechanism of the homolytic cleavage of the C~α~--C(O) bond, which produces a + 1/x + 1 ions, has been proposed elsewhere \[[@CR15]\]. Moreover, the formation of y -- 1 and y -- 2 occurs from the secondary dissociation of the x + 1 radical and is associated with presence of proline residues \[[@CR18], [@CR37]\]. Neutral losses of NH~3~ are also detected from a and y ions. The UVPD sequence coverage achieved for the +13 precursor ion is 76%.Figure 4**(a)** Number of fragment ions detected by IRMPD, UVPD, and combined IR and UV (Schemes I, II, and III) of the +13 charge state precursor ion (*m/z* = 659.8249) of ubiquitin. **(b)** Number of fragment ions detected by IRMPD, UVPD, and HiLoPD (Scheme III) of the +8 charge states precursor ion (*m/z* = 1071.5864) of ubiquitin

The IRMPD experiment on the +13 ion of ubiquitin allows detecting a total of 121 fragment ions (Figure [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Exact masses and assignments of ions detected in the IRMPD of the +13 ion (*m/z* = 659.8249) of ubiquitin are summarized in Supplementary Table [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Among them, 49 ions are b-type and 67 ions are y-type fragments. The formation of only b- and y-type ions is expected from cleavages of C--N bonds proceeding via vibrationally-excited ground state dissociation. H~2~O and NH~3~ losses from the b and y ions are also observed, with H~2~O losses being more widespread than NH~3~ loss. The loss of water is energetically favorable from the protonated acidic group \[[@CR39]\]. Ubiquitin has seven threonine (T), six glutamic acid (E), five aspartic acid (D), and three serine (S) residues, which may promote the extensive water loss. Low (z = +1) to high charge states (z = +12) of the b and y ions are detected. The same fragment ion is often observed in many different charge states. For example, +2, +3, and +4 charge states b~17~ ions are detected at *m/z* 952.5491, 635.3695, and 476.7778, respectively. The IRMPD sequence coverage of this charge state precursor ion is 44%.

The same precursor ion (z = +13) was then fragmented with UVPD in combination with IRMPD. In the consecutive Scheme I, in which first IR then UV irradiation was performed, the total number of detected fragment ions declined remarkably compared with UVPD (Figure [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) alone. Despite this decrease, the number of b-type ions detected increased significantly. The y-type ions remain the same as the one with UVPD alone. The a/x and c/z ions are also remarkably suppressed. Overall, the sequence coverage using this scheme is only 56% (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In Scheme I, IR laser pulses produce ubiquitin in its vibrationally hot electronic ground state (Figure [5a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Excitation promotes formation of hot ions and eventually ground state dissociation. Thus, less parent ions are then available for UV fragmentation, although UV excitation of hot ions is also possible.Figure 5Ground and excited state dissociation channels in Scheme I **(a)**, Scheme II **(b)**, and Scheme III **(c)**

In the consecutive Scheme II, when irradiation with UV laser pulses is followed by IR irradiation, the overall number of detected fragment ions is considerably higher compared with Scheme I (Figure [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The number of b- and y-type ions increased sharply compared with both UVPD and Scheme I. The relaxation following electronic excitation either by light emission, internal conversion through a conical intersection or via fragmentation is expected to be fast (typically ranging from fs to ns timescales). In Scheme II, IR excitation occurs after electronic excitation and relaxation has occurred. The UV laser promotes excited states dissociation, whereas IR laser subsequently leads to the ground state dissociation (Figure [5b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The combination of the two dissociation mechanisms explains the large amount of detected fragment ions in Scheme II. The sequence coverage for this charge state precursor ion is 71% and is comparable to the one observed in UVPD.

The simultaneous introduction of UV and IR lasers (HiLoPD, high-low photodissociation, Scheme III), on the +13 ion of ubiquitin produces a more diverse range of fragment ions than any of IRMPD, UVPD, Scheme I, and Scheme II (Figure [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Exact masses and assignments of the ions detected in the combined UVPD and IRMPD of the +13 ion (*m/z* = 659.8249) of ubiquitin are summarized in Supplementary Table [S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Compared with UVPD, a substantial increase in b and y ions is observed in Scheme III. The number of b-type ions increases from 5 to 48 while the number of y-type ions rises from 59 to 106 ions. The number of c-type ions increases slightly from 10 to 18. The number of x- and z-type of ions remains nearly the same as the one in UVPD, whereas the number of a-type ions decreases noticeably from 68 to 24 ions compared with UVPD. Secondary fragmentation, which leads to the formation of d, v, and w ions, also increases significantly in Scheme III compared with UVPD, Scheme I, and Scheme II (Supplementary Figure [S6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Due to the excess energy in Scheme III, eliminations of other groups such as R, CO, and CONH are observed near the position of primary cleavage. The side-chain losses from the a + 1/x + 1 ions, allowing formation of d, v, and w ions, were also reported with high energy 157 and 193 nm UVPD \[[@CR38]\]. Kjeldsen et al. observed the formation of d and w ions from Leu and Ile containing peptides using hot electron capture dissociation \[[@CR40]\]. Zhang and Reilly also observed the formation of v, w~a~, and w~b~ ions from x + 1 ion of Leu and Ile containing peptides by UVPD at 157 nm \[[@CR41]\]. It is interesting to note that ubiquitin has a total number of 16 Leu and Ile residues, and thus formation of these secondary ions allows distinguishing isomeric residues. In addition, HiLoPD can be applied for de novo sequencing of peptides \[[@CR42]\]. The sequence coverage of the +13 ion of ubiquitin obtained with Scheme III is 83%. The photophysical interpretation of this increase in fragmentation yield is that IR irradiation concomitant to UV irradiation can lead to vibrational excitation as well as excitation of higher electronic states and thus produce a rich fragmentation array (Figure [5c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the sequence maps obtained for the +13 charge state precursor ion in IRMPD, UVPD, and HiLoPD (Scheme III). The sequence coverage is improved in HiLoPD thanks to the combination of IR and UV irradiation. While IRMPD yields more fragment ions from the N-terminal, UVPD produces ions from the mid- and C-terminal regions. Interestingly, HiLoPD is able to produce fragment ions from all regions.Figure 6Sequence coverage of the +13 charge state precursor ion (*m/z* = 659.8249) of ubiquitin observed by IRMPD, UVPD, and HiLoPD (Scheme III)

For a lower charge state (z = +8), the simultaneous irradiation in Scheme III (HiLoPD) also showed a balanced fragmentation pattern. The total number of detected fragment ions for this charge state is higher than both the ones observed with IRMPD and UVPD (Figure [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) alone. Large numbers of b and y ions are observed for this lower charge state, and c-type ions are also detected. Only z-type ions remain essentially the same as in UVPD. The sequence coverage of the +8 ion of ubiquitin obtained with HiLoPD (Scheme III) is 85%. Formation of d, v, and w ions is also observed for this charge state similar to +13 precursor ion.

Overall, IRMPD selectively produces b/y and b-H~2~O/y-H~2~O ions, whereas UVPD preferentially yields to a + 1/x + 1, a/x, y -- 1, y -- NH~3~, z, v, and w ions (Supplementary Figure [S7a](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The hybrid HiLoPD (Scheme III) method generates b/y, b -- H~2~O/y -- H~2~O, x, x + 1, y -- 1, y -- 2, y -- NH~3~, z, v, and w ions. Bond breaking and sequence coverage of high (z = +13) and low (z = +8) charge state ions of ubiquitin obtained by IRMPD, UVPD, and HiLoPD (Scheme III) are shown in Supplementary Figure [S7b and c](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. HiLoPD allows to improve the efficiency of structural characterization of ubiquitin compared with IRMPD and UVPD. Moreover, sequence coverages obtained with HiLoPD are similar to those theoretically expected by combining UVPD and IRMPD (calculated IR + UV, see Supplementary Figure [S7c](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Conclusion {#Sec9}
==========

We report IRMPD, 213 nm UVPD, and HiLoPD patterns of ubiquitin in a hybrid quadrupole-Orbitrap mass spectrometer. Improved performance of IRMPD is observed when a combination of very low pressure and longer irradiation time in the HCD cell are used. Significant numbers of b/y ions and neutral losses of NH~3~ and H~2~O are detected by IRMPD. Similar to excimer 193 nm UVPD, solid-state 213 nm UVPD can promote C~α~--C cleavage generating abundant a/x, y, and z fragment ions for ubiquitin.

The coupling of low-energy IRMPD and high-energy UVPD was implemented using three different irradiation schemes. In Scheme I, where IR irradiation is followed by UV, the number of detected fragment ions is decreased compared with the one obtained by UVPD only, which is mainly due to intense IR fragmentation prior to UV excitation. When UV irradiation was followed by IR (Scheme II), the total number of detected fragment ions is slightly increased. In Scheme III, while UV and IR lasers irradiation are simultaneous, the total number of detected fragment ions is maximal. Excited and ground state dissociation channels promote widespread fragmentation of ubiquitin precursor ions. Compared with UVPD, b/y-type ions are increased. We observed that while a/x fragment ions are decreasing, nearly equal number of d, v, and w ions emerge, which can lead to identifying the isomeric residues in a protein.
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